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Introduction 
Every parent wants to be closer to his child. Children's educational toys are a perfect               

occasion to interact with a kid when playing together. To play with a building-set or a toy a                  
child needs to make an effort experimenting with building details and finding new options for               
their application in practice. Therefore, a building-set is only a small part of a big game. This                 
game will be different and cognitive every time. When parents see that their child’s effort               
resulted in a toy-house, they will probably tune in the game inhabiting this little house with                
toy-characters. If it's a rabbit or a fox, a parent will be telling a child a fairy tale using other                    
toys. In a child's mind, the building-set will come alive becoming the part of his fantasy world. 

Contrary to a common opinion, a building-set fascinates both boys and girls, toddlers             
and school children. When playing with it, children are comprehensively developing their            
brain. By doing so, the brain is actively perceiving form and touch. Motor skills, spatial               
thinking and creative cognitive abilities are also formed. Elementary parts of a building set              
are cubes. Cubes introduce the child to the form of objects, color perception, develop spatial               
imagination. Immediately after the purchase, a parent begins to build with something with             
these cubes, and a child will start enthusiastically destroy them. But as time is passing by,                
there will be the first design of a child to start building too, it may be a simple "tower" made                    
of two cubes. So the child goes from destruction to creation. For each parent, it is important                 
to ensure an optimal life for his child. That's why parents choose a building-set that is safe                 
for children physically consisting of renewable materials that can be easily and safely             
disposed of. 

Today, with mobile technologies rapidly disrupting our lives, a child without a            
smartphone is probably an exception to the rule. Sometimes children are more tech-savvy             
with mobile devices and the Internet than their parents. Another technology that is disrupting              
the world now is blockchain, and it is important that children master it quickly and simply.                
The whole world is now focused on investing in teenagers, and these investments are surely               
to pay off. Vitalik Buterin back in 2014 received a grant from Thiel Fellowship - a program                 
“Twenty under Twenty," founded by Peter Tile, co-founder of PayPal and the first Facebook              
investor. Every year he chooses 20 young people under the age of 20 who are given a grant                  
of $ 100,000 for them to do what they love doing most of all. The capitalization of Ethereum                  
built by Vitalik has exceeded $ 50 billion and continues to grow. And Vitalik is not alone.                 
Laura Deming from New Zealand was admitted to the Peter Thiel program at the age of 16,                 
now she is 23 years old, last month she raised $ 22 million for her second venture fund                  
dedicated to finding solutions to the problem of aging. Steve Jobs at the age of 14 was                 
selling hacker devices for phone calls around the world. Elon Musk at the age of 12 coded a                  
computer game, and at the age of 13 together with his brothers he submitted an application                
for the opening of the slot machine hall. So we clearly see that all these stellar founders                 
pursued something when teenagers. 

Yohocube team went even further. We aspire to turn the world's attention to children              
as they are the future of society at an early age and need to develop their motor skills for                   
healthy development. And due to the modern lifestyle, it’s small motor skills that suffer most.               
Many parents now come to understand the importance of comprehensive development of            
their children. 



Introduction to the market 
Children are becoming smarter. So the preferences of modern parents in           

choosing toys are not regular ready-made toys, but custom building-sets. In 2015,            
LEGO, the No. 1 building-set in the world, outperformed Google and Disney in             
popularity among brands. 

The concept of Yohocube is based not only on a building-set itself, but also on               
the development of the community of creative people. We seek to create a friendly              
environment, where modern approaches and technologies are applied: education by          
playing, mobile applications and blockchain. Yohocube has been producing         
children's building-sets starting from 2014 till now. The market of children's toys in             
Russia in 2014 was estimated at 150 billion rubles or 2 486 million US dollars. The                
volume of the world market is 87.4 billion US dollars. The market segment of              
developing toys and building-sets is growing continuously even at the time of            
economic crisis. According to Rosstat, during the crisis year of 2014, sales on the              
market increased by 21%. According to the report of Euromonitor's Int., in 2016 the              
segment of developing toys, building-sets and puzzles, grew by 14% compared to            
traditional toys, which grew by only 2%. As of today, only 10% of toys are produced                
in Russia. 70% of toys are delivered from China, another 20% - from Europe and the                
USA. The segment of developing toys, where Yohocube is operating, is 22.5 billion             
rubles in Russia. The number of puzzles and table games is growing, which             
indicates the growth of the segment of intellectual games as well. According to the              
report of Euromonitor's Int., from 2017 to 2020 the market for building-sets, hobbies             
and creativity is the fastest growing segment on the toy market in the EU.  

Yohocube is represented in Russia, EU countries and China. The first target            
audience is families with children aged 6-13. The second target audience is children             
of a smaller age group of 3-5 years for collaborative modeling and coloring sessions              
with parents. As for the world market of building-sets and developing toys, that             
makes up 15% of the toy market, Yohocube plans are as follows: 

In 2019 - to capture 0.038% of the market with an annual revenue of $ 5004                
thousand. On condition of raising $ 5 million.  

In 2020 - to occupy 0.125% of the market with the company's annual revenue              
of $ 15.520 thousand.  

Already now Yohocube products are represented in the most popular online           
and offline stores: Republic, Mosigra, METRO C & C and Ozon.ru, Wildberries,            
Babadu, Amazon.de, deBouwdoos.be, Taobao.com. There are partners in the Czech          
Republic - Olwega, in the UAE - DesignyFZE, in the USA - Play Visions, Inc,               
Guanzghou PK Trading Company Limited in China. The production and sale of            
children's toys, as an activity, enjoys tax benefits in many countries, which            
strengthens the position as a business. In Russia, VAT is 10% instead of 18%. In               



April, Japan officially recognized bitcoin as a means of payment, and local investors             
began to invest funds in bitcoin. This led to the record growth in the market of                
cryptocurrencies. According to the analytical service of Coinmarketcap, as of          
November 27, 2017, the capitalization of crypto-currency is $ 304.9 billion; and            
cumulative daily trade turnover is $ 12.4 billion. These figures continue to grow             
exponentially. Cryptocurrency market overcame the mark of $ 200 billion at the            
beginning of this month. The combination of the markets of crypto currencies and the              
market of developing toys is an important stage in the development of Yohocube. 

 

Key Value Propositions 
Yohocube produces cardboard building-sets for children and adults. Castles,         

soccer balls and cars, interior and furniture are assembled by virtue of Yohocube             
building blocks. A child assembles a figure as origami from flat spreads without glue              
or scissors. The strength of the cardboard is sufficient to disassemble and            
reassemble toys, change the shape of the structures, and draw on their surface. The              
building-sets are used for group games, children's studios, game rooms and outdoor            
activities. 

Ecological and eco-friendly movement is growing popularity in the world. Toys           
that will be given in good hands when the child grows up, will eventually break down                
and end up in a dump or boringand seem like an unsuccessful choice. People              
choose products that do not harm the environment. 3D puzzles, plastic toys, outdoor             
toys - all lose their meaning with the loss of several parts. Some toys have a threat of                  
sharp objects to hurt the child. 

For free creativity, Yohocube sets suggest specific compositions, however, the          
details are joined together and assembled into figures of any size. Fortresses,            
scenery for the game or children's furniture are made of large details. Smaller details              
are of the size that is cannot be swallowed and easy to notice. All the details are soft                  
and don’t hurt to sleep on. Yohocube is safe both for the health of the child and the                  
environment. Yohocube aspires to occupy a niche in the market of "developing toys"             
at the intersection of Education, Building sets, Hobby and Creativity segments. 



  
The average purchase cheque is on average twice as cheap as the analogue             

of competitors. Here is a comparative table №1 of Yohocube indirect competitors: 

 

Criteria 3D 
puzzles 

Floor toys  Plastic toys  Yohocube 

Durability  + - + + 

Portability + - + + 

Creativity  - + - + 

Variations - + + + 

Large size  - + + + 

Eco-friendly  + + - + 

Table №1 

 
A comparative table №2 of Yohocube direct competitors: 



Criteria Average 
cheque 

Ecological 
materials  

Safety  Universal 
nature  

Yohocube 800 + + + 

Lego 1500    

Megablocks 1200    

gigiblocks 1000 +  + 

Calafant 900 +   

Kroom 900 +   

D-torso 1100 +   
Table №2 

A building-set is used mostly by children. A direct competitor here is a mobile              
device. The audience of smartphone users is the fastest growing. From 2013 to 2017              
people started logging to to the Internet from smartphones more often - there was an               
increase of 16% in 2017. At the same time, the number of people using desktops to                
access the Internet decreased by 4% and tablets by 8%. According to eMarketer, the              
increase of new Internet users among people who did not use the Internet before              
user-friendly mobile devices appeared, was 24%. The number of mobile Internet           
users in general for the year increased by 9%, the number of Internet users - by 2%. 

 
Fig. 1 



The number of mobile banks is increasing every day. There are banks that do              
not have other management interfaces other than a mobile application. And even a             
wrist watch is gradually turning into a smartphone too. The concept of the project              
provides for the creation and storage of private keys, which is much more convenient              
on a personalized mobile device. That's why a mobile application is chosen to be the               
third medium of the product. 

 

Introduction to Product 
Yohocube Platform 
Online-platform on blockchain is made of 3 elements:  

● children 
● a building-set 
● a smartphone 

 

 

Children  
The concept of Yohocube is based on the principle of educational           

entertainment, or gaming education. In the last decade of the 20th century, this term              
began to appear periodically in newspapers, which was associated with the rapid            
development of business education. This approach proved its worth and was also            



used in business education becoming a didactic breakthrough in the field of            
improving business skills of adults. 

Now it's time for the children. Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder prevents           
children from concentrating on important things. Being in front of a computer all day              
long is breaking social ties, thus forming a lonely person who can hardly adapt to               
social life. Yohocube is building the world's first cardboard building-set platform           
designed to introduce children to blockchain technology through understanding how          
to unify processes of the real and virtual world. We present an innovative program              
for teaching children the philosophy of blockchain. The phenomenon of Bitcoin and            
the rapid spread of blockchain technologies in various fields of activity - from finance              
and insurance to public administration - are of explosive interest, giving rise to             
contradictory opinions and numerous speculations. We see an unlimited innovative          
potential for creating new economic and business models. 
 The building-set constructive features of flat parts for assembling into          
three-dimensional models without glue and scissors develop motor skills in children.           
As well as imagination, it teaches to invent three-dimensional models, to use hands             
and develops assiduity. The child builds figures in the virtual world, then transfers             
them to the real world through an independent step-by-step assembly. At the same             
time, inherent internal gaming platform accrues rewards for every successful step in            
the process. The goal of the project is to build a new generation who understands               
interaction with the blockchain through the game from early age. 

 
 

A mobile application  
There are two mobile application sets - for Android and iOS. 

 



 
The platform will be working in several operating modes: 

● Mode 
● Market 
● Call 
● Control 
● Create 
● Education 
● Donation 

 
Functionality of operating modes: 

● Mode - assembling a custom object in virtual space. Contains          
recommendations for assembling in real world too. 

● Market - selling objects assembled in Mode and buying available objects from            
other participants and the Yohocube team, buying real sets, exchanging          
tokens, contests and promotions. 

● Call - A Call button to assemble larger objects by combining building-sets with             
neighbors and friends. A map indicating the nearest to you building-set           
owners. Organizing a meeting where all the owners can come to assemble            
some large object together. Using the added contacts one can call available            
friends and invite them as well. 

● Control - control through the radio channel of the assembled object by virtue             
of electroconductive ink and electronics sets. The option appears only when           
the hash of the purchased set of electronics is added. 

● Create - create your own pattern for cutting on a laser machine. The option              
appears only when adding a hash of the acquired laser carver. 

● Education - instructions for assembling and videos on how to develop a            
child's motor skills with the help of cubes. 

● Donation - donate a cube to children of charity organizations. 

The application contains referral ways of involving new users. The user in one             
click gives the platform access to his contact list, and in return receives tokens. Or               
posts on Facebook or Twitter. Participates in voting on offers from other users. Each              
step of such actions is gamified. By means of entertaining, Yohocube at the same              
time trains, develops, educates and socialize. In all operations in the Market mode,             
blockchain transactions are used. Before starting to use the platform, a child is briefly              
instructed how to use tokens, what the options are and how to ensure safety. 

Blockchain brings the most important changes in the perception of human           
interaction with society, technology and finance. A person takes the main           
responsibility keeping the access keys, managing irrevocable transactions and         
participating in building tokenomics - the economy of the future. By developing users,             
the platform itself is developing. Now the community will be deciding what it will be               



like. For this purpose, a query system has been added to the mobile application,              
where everyone is able to make a suggestion to the platform developers and             
designers. The rest can vote with tokens, that are used to pay for the implementation               
of this proposal. 

Using basic details, a child can assemble a virtual figure from any number of              
details. Understanding how a virtual object becomes a real one is accompanied by             
the recommendation of the Yohocube App about the optimal assembly of parts.            
There are only two types of assembling - by static fastening of parts with one clamp                
and movable fastening of parts with two clamps. 

 

A building-set 
Everything is assembled from a flat shape into a three-dimensional shape without            
glue or scissors by virtue of bonding method secured by Patent No. 20115114034 of              
2015. At the moment there is a large number of building-sets formed. A specific              
object is the result of the assembly of the building-set. 

● Yohocube building-set consists of five types of basic parts: 
● A cube (Figure 1). 
● A Prism (Figure 2). 
● Staples for fixing the base parts (Figure 3). 
● A Wheel. 
● A Sleeve. 

 

 



 

Basic details are made in two colors: white cardboard and natural cardboard.  

 

  

Each building set includes different stickers. They help a child to objectively            
assess the assembled set as a specific animal or technical object. For animal figures              
eyes, mustaches and bows stickers are made. For the “Space” sets there are             
portholes and faces of aliens.  

The product is highly marginal. The sale price for wholesale buyers is 60-80%,             
depending on the range of products and the store. Moreover, the end customer is              
buying the product with 50 to 100% retail margin. This number is to be increased to                
80-90% after the start of production in China. The variety of building-sets can be              
found here:  https://yohocube.ru/doc/Yohocube-Catalogue.pdf 

https://yohocube.ru/doc/Yohocube-Catalogue.pdf


Yohocube hobby corners 

One of the goals of the company in the longer run is opening corner stores in                
shopping malls – a kind of hobby-corners with fixed prices. These are the spots with               
good customer traffic with a buying intention. These corners can be both branded             
solely with our product as well as existing playgrounds that will be using Yohocube              
building set in their areas for children.  

Model range is limitless by virtue of flexibility of the product and the ‘season              
menu’ can be modified every month with no loss. And the top models will remain in                
the end. This is the best market research for our market, because here the              
customers are showing their interest to the product by it.   

In case of integrating into existing children corners, we are developing a unified             
package “Partnership with Yohocube” that will allow selling the building-set          
effectively at children playgrounds. 

 Benefit for children playgrounds: 

1. An additional option for spending leisure time with children – master-classes.           
Sales are made by means of involvement. 

2. Variety of the assortment by virtue of adding our product 

3. Positive parent attitude to our educational eco-product and children’s         
satisfaction from taking home the ready-made toy. 

4. An opportunity to make money together. 

5. Full support at every stage. 

6. Teaching sales-assistants and animators. 



7. Advertising support of the brand. 

Description of the concept with the example of our first hobby-corner that has been               
successfully operating at Monster Hills restaurant at ‘Aviapark’ shopping mall:  
The Concept: 
A double scheme is used here: 

1. “Assemble and take it with you!” 
A parent pays 350 roubles for a child to take part in a master-class where children                
are assembling and coloring a toy together with an animator, and then can take it               
home with them. A child gets a bracelet-ticket that allows to pay in the hobby-corner               
all day long assembling models made of up to 10 building-details and color them. If               
more than 10 building-details is needed, another bracelet for 10 more is purchased. 
2. “A building-set in bulk - 25 roubles per detail” 
There is a situation when the child liked a Yohocube master-class, and then together              
with parents they can choose and buy a model from the catalogue. The set will be                
compiled and they will pay only for the amount of details needed for this specific toy.                
This option allows to save the space from being packed with ready-made toys. All              
the purchases and orders are effected with the sales receipt. 
  
POSM 

A hobby-corner at Monster Hills restaurant features a 2-meter high branded stack            
made of Yoho-cubes stylized for the area. The stack functions as the storage for              
building-sets demonstrating durability, variability, and dimension of potential models         
and also decorating the space. The stack also serves as a shelf for the sets already                
assembled: ducks, fish, dogs, houses, rocket-ships, ships. Moreover, each table at           
the restaurant has figures made of the building-set, photos and cards with            
description of Yohocube, fliers for the events and master-classes, and also links to             
the instructions – so that the guests get to know the product. 

  

The Platform 
Yohocube App features a Market place to exchange objects created from           
building-sets. This is a marketplace with different sections: furniture, interior          
decoration, art objects, robots, technology, animals. Each created object is fixed in            
the blockchain, thus protecting the authorship of the user. The most popular ones             
are displayed first, the platform automatically classifies the best-selling and viewed           
products. For each view, and addition by the user, the author receives a reward. All               



transactions are transparent and verified. Every quarter some author's objects are           
added from the list of the most popular to be produced physically. 

A token is an economic center of the entire platform. Technically, each user has an               
identifier in the form of a hash to which the wallet is attached. When entering the                
application, a user is briefly instructed about the security of the private key with a               
control phrase. This is the part of an important mission of Yohocube - to teach               
children to work with the blockchain. If the key is lost or compromised, access to the                
tokens and to the created objects is lost. Such a loss is a high price for the lesson                  
that a person of any age learns for good. 

 

Microelectronics and ink  
Yohocube team is constantly evolving and recognizes new methods of          

creating games by interaction with children who are using Yohocube and their            
parents, constantly improving building-sets. Right now Yohocube is moving to a new            
level. A big introduction of conductive ink into a building-sets is made to add              
interactivity. For younger schoolchildren the introduction of light, sound and wireless           
communication and management via a smartphone is important. At the moment,           
there is an agreement with private schools on the inclusion of a building-set with ink               
in supplementary education program. 

A cube with inks is a new educational paradigm. 

 

А — a car 



1 — a lantern  

2 — a driven wheel 

3 — a standard Yohocube building-set. 

A cube is injected with conductive ink and powered by batteries. A car is              
controlled via a radio interface connected to Yohocube App: there is a Control             
application for mobile platforms. Yohocube collaborates with the DIY community          
“Arduino” allowing the use of their microcontrollers and all kinds of sensors: 

● a rotation speed sensor 
● a touch sensor 
● a barometer 
● a Hall sensor 
● an infrared sensor 
● a gyroscope 
● an accelerometer 
● illumination 
● vibrations 
● a compass 
● a current 
● a potentiometer 
● ultrasound 
● a photoresistor 
● a GPS module 
● approximation sensor 
● a slope sensor 
● a color sensor 
● a sound sensor 
● an encoder 
● a microswitch 
● a temperature sensor 
● a humidity sensor 

 

Safe for a child and the environment 
Children and their health are the highest priority for the society. The            

environment should be a comfortable place for a child providing a favorable            
framework for their interaction with the world and on their mental development.            
That’s why many parents prefer to purchase more environmentally friendly          
building-sets and toys. Even real furniture is tending to be made of natural wood, and               
this trend is growing every year. Safe and healthy environment is a key to ensure the                



normal and healthy development of children. In 2015 reducing environmental risks           
prevented more than a quarter of 5.9 million child deaths under the age of 5. 

Children are not just small people. The effects of chemicals on children during             
critical periods of their physical and cognitive development can have long-lasting           
impact on their health. We are especially concerned about air pollutants, pesticides            
and persistent organic pollutants (POPs), lead, mercury, arsenic, mycotoxins and          
hazardous chemicals. In March 2017 WHO issued the second edition of “Inherit a             
Sustainable World: A Children's and Environment Health Atlas” that outlined the           
environmental impact on children's health and recommended solutions for preventing          
future illness and death. Reducing toxic effects on children and promoting a healthy             
environment in places where children live, play and learn will directly improve the             
their children. 

Yohocube building-set deploys natural cardboard in accordance with Russian         
GOST and European standard EN71 that regulates safety requirements for toys.           
Compliance with the EN71 standard is legally required for all toys sold in the              
European Union. Our building-set is made of environmentally friendly cardboard          
parts with easy processing, storage and disposal. Traditional building-sets made of           
plastic parts fill the dumps of the planet and cannot be naturally processed or              
utilized. 

 
 

 
 



 
Yohocube uses a totally different approach. We exclude        

completely the risk of child traumas from small details getting          
into a child’s body: the cubes are made of soft durable           
three-layered cardboard that is a pleasure to work with.  

 
 
 

Tokensale 

YOHO Token 
Yohocube connects two opposite worlds: child development by virtue of a           

building-set and an educational online platform. This approach expands the use of            
both products increasing the value of this solution for both children and parents.             
Token is a digital asset with an integrated discount to Yohocube building-set. Yoho             
token is issued on Ethereum platform under the ERC20 standard. Tokens will be             
distributed during the public sale, their amount is limited by the blockchain algorithm. 

Token functions 
1. The discount for a building-set. A user from anywhere in the world can buy the               

product from the company directly, without waiting for it to appear in local             
stores. Payments in YOHO tokens is always 40% cheaper compared to           
payments in fiat currency regardless the token exchange rate. 

2. The internal accounting token of the online platform: 

2.1. Contests between the objects created by users are rewarded with          
tokens. 

2.2. Access to various educational and development programs for children,         
allowing to interact with digital interactive environment and developing a          
toy at the same time. 

2.3. Payment of cashbacks in YOHO tokens to users who bought goods           
online with fiat currencies or other basic crypto currency within the           
framework of Yohocube loyalty program. 

2.4. Fixing the authorship of the object created by the user in Yohocube            
blockchain. Top 10 variants from the marketplace are produced as          
separate building-sets every 4 months. Part of the profits is transferred           
directly to the author in tokens. The object is added to the store and sold.               



By default only objects that are moderated are visible. Moderation is           
necessary to avoid objects that are dangerous for children. 

2.5. Marketplace for goods and services for children's development topics -          
circles, sections, foreign languages, private teachers and child        
development consultants. This is optional. 

2.6. An advertising block for companies - companies can choose a contractor           
and pay for the building-set to create their brand symbols from cubes, as             
is done with Lego. 

2.7. Integration with partner companies that create goods and services for          
child development in different regions. 

2.8. Motivating community members — YOHO token holders can participate         
in creating new Yohocube ecosystem building-sets and ecosystem        
services. 

 

Token circulation  
At the first stage of the development of the platform the purchase of Yohocube              

building-set from almost anywhere in the world will be ensured. Prices and terms for              
the countries European Union countries are listed in Table 3.  

 Slovakia Germany 
Austria 
Hungary  

Holland 
Slovenia 
Belgium 

Poland 
France 
Italy England 

  2 days 2-3 days 2-3 days 2-3 days 2-3 days 3-4 days 

2 kg €10,7 €9,0 €9,1 €14,6 €15,0 €15,4 

3 kg €10,8 €9,0 €9,2 €15,9 €16,0 €16,4 

5 kg €11,9 €9,5 €9,8 €16,9 €16,4 €16,8 

        

Chinese goods are delivered worldwide via aliexpress.com. Aliexpress uses         
ChinaPost, one of the most developed services in the world, but it’s not limited to               
this. 

Yohocube provides a 40% discount on a building-set when you pay with            
YOHO — a digital asset with an integrated discount on any Yohocube goods.             
Another way to buy a building-set with international delivery for the fiat currencies (by              



Visa / MasterCard credit cards) twill be added. With this payment, there is no              
exclusive discount for members of the Yohocube community and the product is sold             
at its full price without any discount. Yohocube combines a building-set and an online              
platform, in most cases, to join the Yohocube community, you must first buy a a               
building-set. Further, upon accumulating a critical amount of the community of a            
building-set owners interested in digital services, the online platform Yohocube will           
be developing independently.  

Using a sales platform, a token and other digital currencies will allow            
interested customers to join the Yohocube community, without waiting for a           
building-set to appear in local stores and retailers in their city. The purchase is made               
at the market rate received from stock exchanges where a token is traded with an               
average of 14 days, which will protect the company and customers from sharp             
fluctuations in the exchange rate, typical of the crypto-currency market. Prior to the             
release at stock exchanges, the token will be taken into account when exchanging             
for a building-set at the token sale price, so the investor immediately has the              
opportunity to gain value from using the token by using it to buy a building-set with a                 
community members that amounts to 40%. 

Token circulation with an integrated discount occurs under Scheme 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1 

At stage [0] or [1] a user buys YOHO tokens during the tokensale or at the                
exchange. At stage [2] a user buys a building-set(s) on Yohocube platform or             
through the application. Prices in US dollars when paying in tokens are 40% lower              
than with other payment methods regardless of the token price at exchanges. At             
stage [3] Yohocube accumulates tokens on a cold wallet. At stage [4] the company              
sells the tokens anytime it needs funds for operation. 

Each purchase with YOHO tokens leads to the withdrawal of tokens from            
public circulation and their accumulation on the company account. We assume that            



40% discount when paying in the local token currency of the community, will create a               
significant number of users interested in making a purchase with YOHO tokens. 

See Table 4 for an example of how a token discount functions.  

Price of a 
building-set, USD 

Exchange rate 
YOHO/USD 

Price of a 
building-set, YOHO 

20 0.1 (price ICO) 120 

20 0.2 60 

20 0.35 34 

Table 4 

The development of an online platform and its interactive services, increase           
of the involvement of users in the world of Yohocube, contests and competitions will              
allow to develop a whole children's universe connected with the real world at the              
same time increasing the demand for community YOHO tokens. With the growth of             
recognition of Yohocube brand, the cost of the YOHO token and the demand for a               
building-set and additional services provided by online Yohocube platform will be           
growing as well. 

 

Public Token sale  
Yohocube tokens can be purchased by a BTC or ETH transfer within the             

framework of a public token sale or as a gift when buying a building-set during the                
pre-sale and token sale. 

Yohocube building-sets will be supplied with tokens in the equivalent of their            
cost. For instance, buying a building-sets for $ 15, the client will get tokens for the                
value of $5 at the tokensale price. 

Token sale cap: $5 million. 

Token ticker: YOHO 

Total token supply: 800.000.000 

Presale dates: 26.04.2018-15.05.2018 

Crowdsale dates: 30.05.2018-29.07.2018



Total tokens on sale: 84% 

Advisors, partners, supporters: 5% 

Founders: 5% 

Bounty: 6% including tokens allocated to building-sets 

 

Roadmap 

January 2018 – December 2018 
Expanding operations on the Russian market. 
Development and launch of an online platform for children in at least 10 languages              
implementing its main functionality: assembly of a customized object in virtual space            
with recommendations for assembling this object in reality and sharing the object on             
the platform with tokens, contests and promotions. 
Launching a production site in China. 
Optimization of logistic trade schemes in Asia, as well as delivery to America and              
Europe. 
Conducting a large-scale advertising and PR campaign in Russia, China, Japan,           
Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam. 
Development and design of a franchise package for Yohocube hobby corners. 
Participation in international exhibitions: China, Japan, Korea, Thailand and other          
countries of Asia. 
Opening of 10 own Hobby-Corner: Moscow, St. Petersburg, Ekaterinburg,         
Krasnodar, Beijing, Tokyo, Seoul, Bangkok. 
 

January 2019 – December 2019 
Conducting a large-scale advertising and PR campaign in Russia, China, Japan,           
Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam. Launch in India and Pakistan. 
Planned development and implementation of full functionality of online platform          
according to the White Paper. 
Participation in thematic international exhibitions, including Europe and America. 
Opening an additional 70 Hobby-Corners, including 30 for the franchise. Only 80            
shops. 
 



January 2020 – December 2020 
Conducting a large-scale advertising and PR campaign in Russia, China, Japan,           
Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, India, Pakistan. Starting PR in the EU and the             
US. 
Maintenance and development of the platform, mass connection of partner          
programs, expansion of the number of active users. 
Opening additional 170 Hobby-Corners, including 120 Hobby-Corners for the         
franchise. Only 250 shops. 
 

January 2021 – December 2021 
Maintenance of advertising and PR activities in major countries. 
Opening additional 140 Hobby-Cornes, including 100 for the franchise. 390 shops in            
total. 
50, 000 active users on Yohocube online platform . 
 

January 2022 – December 2022  
Maintenance of advertising and PR activities in major countries. 
Opening additional 130 Hobby-Cornes, including 90 for the franchise. 520 shops in            
total with 340 of them via franchise.  
100, 000 active users on Yohocube online platform . 

 

Use of Funds     
● Advertising and promotion - 33.4% of funds 
● The development of a new product range taking with a view to the specifics of               

international markets around the world - 5.6%  of funds. 
● Maintenance of the cash flow and storage stocks - 14.2% of funds. 
● Creating a Yohocube platform - 15.5%  of funds. 
● International expansion: setting up an international company with a         

manufacturing center in China and representative offices in Asia, the EU, the            
United States - 14.7% of funds 

● Intellectual assets: verification of international patents, purchase of major         
licenses - 3.1% of funds 

● Creation of a franchise and distribution network of Yohocube hobby-corners -           
13,5% of funds 



 

Team 

The team has extensive experience in business and project management in           
the fields of international trade, marketing research, business consulting, advertising,          
printing and publishing. The co-owners of the business have known each other for             
more than 10 years and made a number of projects together. We are a team of                
experts with experience in international startups with solid educational background          
from leading institutions: MBA, SKOLTEH, MARCHI. 

The team has the 15+ years experience on the children toys market working             
with major retailers. Thanks to our expertise and competence we firmly believe in             
achieving our goals. Keeping in mind the growing demand for educational toys, we             
can say that Yohocube project will be in demand in the longer run. 

Yohocube was presented in February in Nuremberg at the international toys           
exhibition Spielwarenmesse 2017. We won silver at the international competition “A           
building-set Award 2017 in the category "Games, Toys and Hobbies". We were also             
twice recognized as the most attractive investment project in Berlin at InvestBazar            
2017 and in Moscow during the day of Russian entrepreneurship 2017. 

 

 

 

Elena Chuykova 

CEO and Founder  



Elena was the head of development of ideifix.ru print-agency. She built from the             
scratch a regional magazine “Afisha Samara-Tolyatti”. In 2013 graduated from          
Academy of National Economy under the President of the Russian Federation with            
an MBA in “Entrepreneurship”.  

 

 

Igor Golikov 

International Expansion 

Co-owner, serial entrepreneur with 25 years of experience  

Igor had a number of projects in marketing, external trade, software development            
and learning. He was an exclusive distributor of Elkem AS in CIS countries (a              
ferroalloy market leader). Igor participates in Venture Club and Skolkovo EMBA. 

 

 

Timur Kazantsev  

Marketing  



Co-owner and a strategic planning consultant. Timur has been engaged in business            
activities and business-consulting for BASF, 3M, Volvo, Volkswagen, Ford, John          
Deere, Palfinger, Caterpillar, Liebherr, CIFA, Hilti, Ernst & Young, Deloitte, KPMG,           
Kamaz, Gazprom, RUSAL, RZHD. 

 

Rustam Guseynov 

Promotion and development 

Co-owner with 10-years sales experience in the first-tier banking and investment           
institutions. Rustam launched three IT and real economy start-ups of multiple scales            
and made them profitable  

 

 

Denis Dedkov 

Finance 

Co-owner. The founder of “Azbuka kapitala” and an expert in trade and stock market              
analytics both in Russia and internationally. A certified expert in financial planning.            
His team was the winner in Best private investor contest in 2016. Denis currently              
manages assets in the amount of 0.5 billion roubles 

 



 

Mikhail Chernyshev 

Advisor 

A marketing expert. Ex-Marketing Director of Vkontakte, Yota, Tele2.  

Head of Customer Happiness Office in DODO. 

 

Vadim Zhinkin 

Lawyer, International law (Churchill House School of English Language, Ramsgate,          
Kent, England).  

An expert in information technology and organization of trading on stock exchange            
markets. Vadim has expertise in banking and tax and drafting both local and             
international contracts.  

 

 



 

Svyatoslav Yakimov 

Solidity-developer with 10+ years: Big Data, full stack developer, participated in           
Kaggle neural networks contest. The winner of the largest European          
hackathon”Blockchain: new Russian oil”. Actively participated in building        
Ethereum.org. Has an experience in ICOs realization. 

Partners 
«Akko Lab» LLC —  scientific and research laboratory 

Fab Foundation — digital workshops around the world. Association of centers of            
youth innovative creativity of Russia. 

Arduino AG — a company focused on developing the community of microcontroller            
cards of for prototyping  

Conclusion 
Yohocube team is ready to build the company of a new format - a corporation               

for people where the very existence of the company is maintained by users where              
the border between the company and the client is blurred. This type of scaling and               
transformation allows to trade tokens when most of the investors are the first             
customers and marketers. For a successful platform functioning, it is necessary to            
adapt to the maximum number of countries in the world, which fits well within the               
framework of the bounty. 

It’s important for the team to pursue the goal to improve the lives of children by                
teaching them new skills and allowing to spend more time with each other and              
parents. We believe in blockchain with its principles of transparency and mutual            
trust. Our team consists of professionals with solid competence in their field capable             
of such transformation. We aspire to improve the world by uniting users under the              
Yohocube brand. That is why the ecological component is very important for us. 

The time for disruptive projects has come -  it's time for Yohocube. 
 



 

Links 
● https://yohocube.com 
● Online store: https://yohocube.ru 
● Yohocube Cardboard Construction Set by Yohocube is Winner in Toy, Games           

and Hobby Products Design Category, 2016 - 2017. 
● https://competition.adesignaward.com/design.php?ID=48607 
● Euromonitor International “Toys and Games Global Industry Overview” from         

Jul 2017 
● http://www.euromonitor.com/toys-and-games-global-industry- 
● overview/report 
● eMarketer report 
● https://www.emarketer.com/Report/Worldwide-Internet-Mobile-Users-eMarket

ers-Updated-Estimates-Forecast-20172021/2002147 
● Social networks: 
● https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7BbEDHYse8ssKXUUFuEr7Q 
● https://vk.com/club80055870 
● https://www.instagram.com/yohocube/ 
● https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2114522 
● https://www.facebook.com/yohhoclub/ 
● https://t.me/ICOYohocoin/ 

 

Appendix 
● Technical process and characteristics of manufacturing of details of the          

designer: 
● Reinforced micro-corrugated cardboard, profile F, thickness up to 1.5 mm with           

3 cellulose layers measuring 700x500 mm. 
● Chopping by automatic press BOBST with automatic removal section by          

author's rod. 
● Easy scale production. 
● Decentralized production: 
● Laser 2.5W with air blowing. 
● The machine is modified to work on the principle of the printer - from a single                

pile sheets of cardboard picks up, processes, piles in another stack. 
● DIY machine with a feed and a field of 500 * 700mm is within 80 thousand                

rubles. 
 


